The scattering of free quantum fields is well defined on a class of asymptotically flat spacetimes with closed timelike curves (CTC's), and, at least on these spacetimes, the S matrix is unitary as well. For interacting fields, however, the preceding paper has obtained a set of unitarity relations that must be satisfied by the Feynman propagator if the scattering is to be unitary to each order in perturbation theory. In a globally hyperbolic spacetime, the causal form of the propagator guarantees that the relations are satisfied, but for spacetimes with CTC s, the form of the propagator is altered, and we show that the unitarity relations are not satisfied for interacting fields. We consider the ill theory in detail, but the results appear to hold for a wide class of fields. Although a conventional interpretation of quantum mechanics leads to inconsistency, a path-integral interpretation appears to allow a consistent assignment of probabilities to histories.
. In particular, Morris, Thorne, and Yurtsever [3] give a compelling argument that on a class of asymptotically flat spacetimes, in which all CTC s are confined to a finite spatial region, the Cauchy problem for free fields is well defined. This was confirmed by Friedman and Morris for a class of static spacetimes in which CTC's are forever present:
given arbitrary data on 2, they showed the existence of a smooth, asymptotically regular solution to the massless Klein-Gordon equation. In addition to the existence theorem, a simple uniqueness theorem implies that no smooth free field can be trapped in a finite region. Although an isolated null ray can remain forever trapped in a finite region, circling a closed null geodesic, any smooth field leaks out.
Free-field unitarity is essentially this last result, that in the spacetimes where the Cauchy problem is known to be well defined, solutions to the free-field wave equation are not trapped by closed geodesics. That is, as we observed in the preceding paper [1] , for spacetimes on which the scattering matrix exists, unitarity is a consequence of a conserved inner product on the one-particle Hilbert space: conservation of the classical symplectic product implies conservation of probability in the Fock space.
Thus, for free fields, unitarity does not rely on the existence of a global causal structure.
At first sight it appears that interacting fields are similarly unitary. One can again make the intuitive argument that interacting fields are not trapped by the geometry; and, although the classical Cauchy problem for interacting fields is not yet understood, simple systems of interacting particles appear generically to have classical solutions for arbitrary data on a class of spacetimes with CTC's [4, 8, 11] . Moreover, the initial steps in constructing a perturbative scattering theory for interacting fields appear to go through without change in a spacetime with CTC's. A formal path-integral reduction of S-matrix elements to products of Feynman propagators can be carried through in a way that is independent of the causal structure [1] . Since the evolution of both free and interacting fields is determined by the propagator alone, the fact that free-field scattering is unitary suggests that the scattering of interacting fields will be unitary as well.
Unfortunately, perturbative unitarity of interacting field theories rests on an additional property of the propagator. As we noted in [1] , it relies on a series of relations, all of which are satisfied if the Feynman propagator hF has a form reflecting the causal structure of the spacetime:
appears to be fatal: the scattering of interacting fields does not satisfy the unitarity relations on spacetimes with closed timelike curves. This implies (as we discuss in Sec. IV) , that a Copenhagen interpretation cannot consistently describe observations both before and after a region of CTC's. A sum-over-histories interpretation, on the other hand, may allow one to make sense of quantum field theory. However, to obtain a consistent assignment of probabilities one can consider only paths that start to the past of any region of CTC's and terminate to the future of every such region. Experiments at any intermediate time can, as usual, be described by including measuring instruments in the quantum system, but there is an unexpected loss of causality even before any CTC's form.
That is, one can set up experiments whose outcomes depend on whether CTC's form to the future of the experiment. Measurement in theories where unitarity is violated has also been discussed by Hartle [12] , who reaches conclusions similar to ours.
Boulware [13] independently has investigated the A, P theory on one of the Gott spacetimes [14] in which there are CTC's in the vacuum surrounding two infinite cosmic strings that move past each other. He has explicitly computed the propagator, and it again fails to satisfy the unitarity relations of Ref. [1] . (See also Gerbert and Jackiw [34] .) ( an n-particle state in 9;"and by~i . j ),", the image of i j );"under the action of the free-field S matrix: (i j).", =II"fi j),".
As in [1] we restrict our detailed discussion to a A, P theory.
As 
is not satisfied. The failure of the relations arises essentially from the fact that, when there is no causal structure, the propagator cannot have the causal form (10). In spacetime (ii), the CTC's are confined to a bounded region and there are spacelike hypersurfaces X;"and X, ", .
To treat (i), these must be replaced by J and 2+. Let I'I be an orthonormal basis for the space &'" of solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation that have positive frequency in the past, and let D (x,y) be the distribution
t2 =ted+7 (14) In the spacetime (ii), p2 is related to p, by a spacetime translation together with a boost. (25) implying that E(x,y) vanishes whenever x is to the future of y, contradicting Eq. (20) . Consequently the pointwise unitarity relation (11) We can show that unitarity is violated to order k for the one-particle to one-particle transition or for a transition related to this one by crossing symmetry. For unitarity to hold, Eq. (12) (30) In these formulas, r, (rz) is the position vector of the point x with respect to an origin centered in the first (second) wormhole throat, and k is the magnitude of the momentum of a particle with energy~. Finally tl. 1S the transmlsslon coefticient through the wormhole's throat:
The propagator itself is singular, and its singularity should be canceled by the mass-renormalization counterterm. 
Because the integral is a nonvanishing distribution, the unitarity relation (12) The billiard ball system should be similar to the evolution of a one-particle state in the A, P theory, if the Compton wavelength 1/p corresponding to the physical mass of the scalar field, is small compared to the wormhole radius a and the state is chosen to have small velocity in the frame of the wormhole mouths. The hard-sphere potential of the billiard balls is replaced by the attractive A, P interaction, but one would expect similar near collisions of a particle with itself to correspond to classical solutions; and these would dominate the path integral for states that approximate the non-relativistic WKB wave function.
The one-particle-one-particle scattering to lowest order in A, corresponds to a tadpole diagram, in which, as shown in Fig. 4 [33] and Jacobson [34] . ) We then argue that a version of the sum-over-histories interpretation of quantum mechanics can still make sense, although one pays a price for the loss of unitarity. Even in a region of spacetime to the past of any CTC's, the probabilities assigned to the outcomes of measurements can be affected by the fact that CTC's form in the future. One can only assign probabilities to paths that begin in the distant past, prior to any region of CTC's, and that end in the distant future, after all such regions. Probabilities can be assigned to decohering paths that include the histories of local measuring instruments. We expect them to agree with standard probabilities for the outcomes of experiments that involve no interaction (in past or future) with regions containing CTC's.
The key difficulty that arises from a loss of unitarity is an ambiguity in the assignment of probabilities for events occurring before the region of CTC's. To understand the ambiguity, consider a quantum system consisting of a microscopic subsystem interacting with a macroscopic, but quantum mechanical, measuring instrument.
The com- [20] .) The remainder of this section is intended to be largely selfcontained.
As before, let X;"and X,""respectively, be spacelike class of all other histories. The probability P(C ) that the history of the system belongs to C is then [21 -23] iS($)qp (38)
where [P] is the class of all fields between X;"and X, ", and the inner integrals include fields on X;"but not on X, ", .
To each outcome of a measurement corresponds a restriction on the possible fields in the vicinity of the measuring instrument.
The probability for a particular outcome is given by (38), with 8 the class of all paths obeying the restriction. This prescription assigns an unambiguous probability for measurements made at any time, and the probability is independent of the choice of X;"and X,""aslong as they are, respectively, to the past and future of any CTC's.
For the system we considered at the beginning of this section, we suppose that the state For the class X, the measuring instrument's path at X;" is in the region of configuration space associated with a reading I& of the instrument at X;". By our prescription, the probability for this is proportional to the sum over all paths in S that start on X;"and terminate on X, ", :
lf the instrument remains intact and in an eigenstate IB ) until reaching X, "" this sum agrees with what one would find in the Copenhagen framework if one resolved the ambiguity of a Copenhagen interpretation by choosing to measure~B ) on X, ", . Here, however, the measuring instrument need not remain intact; no observer need look at it on X ""and the prescription is unambiguous.
The prescription, however, means that probabilities of experiments performed to the past of any CTC's can be affected by whether or not CTC's will form. Even to give a probability interpretation to an initial wave function on X;", one must compute a path integral to X, ", . That is, the probability density for finding the field P on 2;" is a sum of the form (38), where C is the set of all fields P that start at P~x .
The fact that one must, in principle, compute a path integral in order to find probabilities in the present is already present in a milder form, even without CTC's, if one adopts the prescription that a class of histories must decohere in order to have a well-defined probability. One cannot, in principle, assign probabilities to alternatives on X;"without computing a path integral of the form (38), extending arbitrarily far to the future, in order to decide whether the alternatives decohere. In practice, however, decohering alternatives are obvious, and no such integrals need be evaluated. We expect that, at least for microscopic CTC s, one can similarly dispense with path integrals extending over times long compared to the experiment, and that one will not ordinarily encounter violations of causality on scales large compared to the size of the CTC's. A plausible conjecture is that on spacetimes whose CTC's are confined to a compact region, ordinary quantum mechanics is valid unless one designs an experiment to probe that region. Properly designed experiments, however, can violate causality (exhibit probabilities of outcomes different from those of ordinary quantum mechanics) in regions to the past of any CTC's. (Fig 5. ) +e'"'&l"hl' "(kr2) Yl To obtain the last equality, one can either use the translation formula of spherical 8essel functions [24] [20] and in Sinha and Sorkin [23] (although Sorkin does not regard decoherence as a prerequisite for the assignment of probability). It shares with the path-integral interpretation given in Feynman's [21] initial paper an assignment of probabilities to classes of (C~p;")(p~) = f Dp e'~p ;". 
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